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NEUTRON-ANTINEUTRON EXPERIMENT AT

LOS ALAMOS OMEGA WEST REACTOR

H. L. Anderson
+

Los Alamos National Laboratory*

General Arrangement

Figure 1 shows an overview of the experimental arrangement. The

omega West Reactor lies at the bottom of a canyon. k!euse a drift tube

50 meters long. T%at puts the detector and the building that houses

it inside the canyon wall. The wall will have to be cut out somewhat

for the purpose. The canyon setting provides a useful emount of shield-

ing against cosmic rays.

Figure 2 is a close-up view shvwing the reactor core. Graphite

stringers ~re removable from the front end of the thermal column C1OSLI

to reactor core. By taking the thermalized neutrons off in a directiun

tangential to the core, fast neutrons and direct Rnmmn raytifrom the

core are greatly reduced in nmber. Within the reactor building Lhc

drift tube is 24 inches in diameter surrounded by steel plntrs to k~’cp

the rudintion at tolerable levels within the buildin~,

FiEurc 3 shows the drift tube and detector huildin~ in more dvtnll .

Note the benin stop beyond the detector nn(lnote the overl)urdrn nbove

the buildin~ for mdditionnl cosmic rny ahicldinp,.

Fl~urc 4 i~ an elevation view of the detector building Hhowlng

detector location and a crane for handling the detector clcmeIItM.

*Work pertoLU~:$ ‘Im;er the auapican of th~ U.S.D.().E.

+Talk praeanted at “In[onnal Worknhop on Neutron-Antineutron

Onclllationn” Haward University. April 30-Flay 1, 1982
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Capture Gamma Rays

All sources of

2

thermal neutrons are accompanied by a subst:.ntia!.

flux of capture gamma rays. In the case of the Omega West Reactor

we used a 3-dimensional Monte Carlo transport code
(1)

to calculate

the number of thermal neutrons and capture gammas emerging from tile

thermal neutron channel TC-lS. The calculation was normalized to the

neutron fluxes actually measured in the thermal column. The neutron

energy distribution is taken to be Maxwell Ian at 350° K. Within the

angular range 0.92 s COSO s 1.00, the numbers of neutrons and gamma

rays exiting from the channel were found to be

1P
Neutron flux 5.5 x 10 s-]

Gamma flux
11 -1

.s.0x 10 s .

The gamma flux from the reactor is about 10Z of the neutron flux. Tl~e

gammaz have nn energy distribution given in the table below.

TAtJl,k:I

Energy di~trlbution of g~lmmoruys
from thermnl neutron chorine] T(:-lS.

(hnmu Energy
MeV Frnctl(m-,

0.0-0.2 0.13
0.2-0.5 0.19
0.5’’”1.0 0s17
1.(-)-2.0 0,07
2.0-5.0 0.17
5.0-10.0 om~7
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in which the
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except Grenoble, we have adopted a cylindrical arrangement

detector surrounds a thin target.

The target is chin enough to transmit most of the neutrons and

gamma rays in the beam without interaction. It is thick enough to

intercept the antineutron in the beam and cause, with high probability,

their annihilation.

To keep the gamma rays from the reactor from entering the sensi-

tive region of the detector, an elaborate baffle system has been de-

signed as shown in the foreshortened view of Figure 5.

6
The baffles are mde of lead faced with LIF. The production of

6
capture gammas which are absorbed by l.iIs reduced by a factor of

5 x 10-5. The lend absorbs gamma rays from the reactor which rnlght

otherwise entel’ the sensitive region of the detector.

(;nmma rays which traverse the t~rget tirestopped fllrtherd[wn-

6
stream by u beam stop, llned with l-l~i TtIebcnm Htop Is far enough

down strenm to keep the number 01’backwnrd moving gnmms Lhat might

cntrr the srnsi~ive rcgioriof the detector at t(~lcrnble Ieve]b.

‘rhc totnl intcntilty of gammH (nlldnruLrons) In lhc bcnm 1~ ru-

dklC(ld by i!XtQU(!ill~ tht} length of the drift tuhc L,)50 mctrr!+. Tills 1s

to b~~compnrcd to 20-30 metrrs in other dcRignH. The*n~lmbrr of u c ii

2
convcr~l(mll is pl’~portlonol to the squtirvof the drift I.*ngtll,1 ,

-2
which cOmptllHnteM t!lv r’ 10HH III neutron flux.

UC cnrrled o(11n Mcnte Carlo c~ilrulntion of thr n?lmher 01 nruLrtJn~\

croHMlnK the tnl~ot nnd of the number uf gamma rayN entering cho ~cntii-

tlve volumr of [Ilrdetoclor. ThlH 1~ ~ 3-dlmen~t(lnnl trannpl~rl co,le

nvnflfihltInt I,otrAlmwH.
(1)

The calculation In(luded the rffrrt of
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adding a 1.2-cm Pb liner or,the inside surface of the detector. The

results are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Neutron and gamma fluxes at the detector.

NeuLron flux at che target: 3.3 x 1011 S-l

For T = 107 seconds, n + ; conversions: 0.25/day

Capture gammas $.ntothe detector: without Pb: 7.4 x 106 S-l

with 1.2 cm Pb: 3.6 X 10G S-l

Reactor gammas into the detector: without Pb: 6.5 X 107 S-i

with 1.2 cm Pb: 8.7 X IOF S-l

Energy
MeV——

0.0-0.2
0.2-0,5
0.5-1.0
1.0-2.0
2.0-5.0
5.0-10.0

Gammas
from from

neutron beam reactor
Fraction Fraction

tio Pb 1.2 cm Pb No Pb 1.2 cm Pb—— —— —

0.05 0.00 0.23 0.00
0.99 0.04 !3.33 0.16
0.20 0.19 0.2?0 (3.32

0.03 (!.07 0.11 o.~~

0.34 0.38 ().12 0.24
0.29 0.32 0.01 0.00
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detectvr to be virtually insensitive to low energy y’s, provided only

that pile-up effects are not serious.

Liquid Scintillators

Our detector is made entirely of liquid scintillator modules

following closely the design of the University of Pennsylvania group,

K. Lande et al., for their Homestake Mine proton decay experiment.
(2)

This design has several features that meet the needs of an anti-

neutron annihilatim detector:

1. Good time resoltuion, 3 ns F’WHM.

2. Long attenuation length, 8 m.

3. Large fraction of energy deposition made visible.

4. Low COSt.

In ~i~ureg 6 and 7 we reproduce the tables in the Homestake Mi~leproton

decay experiment which give the characteristics of the liquid sclntil-

lator modules we propose to Ise in our detector.

I)L!tQCLOr

ln the course of a 200-day run some 10
10

co~mir rays w1l I traverse’

the detector. It must be able to disLlnguish unnmhi~uously even one

anrlihilnllon even~ if that occurs during thi~ time,

We rely Ilenvily on time of flight to tell nnnillilation events

thut come from the target from cosmic rc!y~that come from Llleoutsldu.

A crosm-sectional view of the detector is shown in Figure H. lmmedl-

atcly surrourrding thr drift tube i~ a Gqunre arlay of liquid scilILJl-

lator counterH errcll6“ x 6“ x 2h’ long, the A counLer~. There fOllCWH

4-I4’ Rnp and thm n uquarc nrrny of liqlli(l~cln~lllatortr 12” x 12” x 26’
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long, copies of the Homestake Mine scintillator design. The innermost

layer of these is designated the B counters, the next C, and so on

until the outermost eighth layer which is designated the I counters.

Each scintillator is viewed by two 5“ photomultipliers with hemi-

spherical cathodes and have been shown to have a time resolution of

3 ns FWHM. A time-of-flight measurement between counters A and B will

be able to show, in most cases, that particles are moving from inside

out and not from outside in. With the direction of motion of the

annihilation pions established the scintillator array as a whole meas-

ures the energy deposited by each. The detector is thick enough to

stup most of the no induced electromagnetic showers (6 radiation

lengths). Low energy pions will range out by ionization 10SS. Higher

energy pions will interact with the nuclei of the scintillator liquid

(3 nuclear absorption lengths).

In liquid scintillator the charged pions have a high probability

of interacting wirh a nucleubb prodl]cing a nuclear djsintegratinn

The liquid scintillator makes visible the nilclear disintegration cncr~~;i

CPd so records not only the kinetic energy of th(lp]on b{lt iLs rusL

energy as well. Ttils feature js lost in lell’1gloss (lercnkov cotlnLc’rs

ar.din lead ecintil ‘~tor c~lndwi(.hculor~mctrrs. For l)t~)nstl~;ltdec:Iy

before LIIeyhave a chance to have u nllclear lnt~lrtl.’tl[)n,tll~’IIUIIL1”lIILIS

in the chain n ● LV p “~ ~vv arc nut seen I)yuny drtt}rtl)r. TIICIt’llcrl!y

c)fthese ncutrint~s i~ not a In;gc Frncti,ol]of tllct[)t{llrc’1(’;lsr(l.

With the Acldlllo:luf cn{lsections, as shown ii)Figurr 9, tl~l’

acceptnncr of the dett’cl.{lrfor particles fr~~mL!IPtnrgeL lS ‘)’)?,.Ill

summary nur dc?tec’LorIIR$Itlw fo~]owin~ cl]arii(-lrri!+l[lH:
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Time of flight over 4 foot gap tells direction of particle
motion.

Reconstructs vertex at the target (spatial resolution 60 cm
FwHM) .

Verifies time of flight from target (time resolution 3 ns
FwHM) .

Acceptance is 95%; visible energy is 84%.

Measures energy and momentum of each particle.

Checks energy and momentum conservation (allowance must be
made for Fermi motion and nuclear excitation induced by the
annihilation in the target nucleus).

important feature c,fthe liquid stint.illator moiules we use

is their insensitivity to capture gamma rays. The liquid scintillation

counters are thick, either 15 cm or 30 cm. In the 15-cm thickness

the dE/dx ionization loss is 27 MeV, much higher than the 7-MeV max~mum

flom c.sptu~e gammds. Thus, setting a threshold somewhat above 7 MeV

renders the scintillator insensitive to capture gammas, at least insofar

as a coincidence is required between the two PM tubes viewing the scin-

tillator nt each end. Of course, pile-up could cause serious problems.

Thnt is why we have gone to so much trouble to bring the g.nmma flux

down to mana~e~blc levels.

Since the response of the scintillator modules is not uniform

along the length, it is possible for a c~pture gamma ray near one end

of the scintillntor to produce n large PUIBC in the neurby pl)l)tor,ul-

tiplter that is above threeqold. 7’hiscould procl(lcean incorrect mciln

time rending. At our levels of y flux this will occur unly n Bnwll

fraction of the time.
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Annihilation Cross Section

We need to know the annihilation cross section to ensure that all

the antineutrons that strike the target will annihilate. There are

no direct measurements with low energy antineutrons. However, a rea-

sonable estimate can be made from what is known about anitproton inter-

actions. In particular, the low energy behavior of antiprotons can be

obtained from measurements on the x rays of antiprotonic atoms. once

the antiproton is captured in an atomic orbit of high quantum number

n, it proceeds to make transitions to more tightly bound energy levels

with successively smaller n. At sufficiently small n, e.g., the L + 3

transition in C or the 5 + 4 transition in S, the strong interaction

with the nucleus affects the transition in measurable ways. There is

a shift in the energy from its Dirac value, there is a broadening in

the line width, and there is a reduction in the intensity of the line

because nuclear absorption competes with the ewission of radiation in

the transition. Using a single optical potential, the data from some

20 transitions over a wide range of elements have been fitted suc-

(3)
cessfullyo The resulting scattering length turned out to he,

~ = (1.53 f 0.27) + i(2.50 t 0.25) fm .

Similar results have been obtained by Robersun et 01.,
(4)

and by PuL1)

et al!’) The absorption cross section is obtnincd from Lht’full~]wlnfi

formula based on the optic~l tl:eorem,

o - 2AInl~ ) ,
a

where 1 = h/p is the de13~uRlle wnvc*lcIIREh. }or antineutrons with a
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-1,)=2~ando -21 2
velocity of 2200 m s =8x1O cm . The cross

a

section is per nucleus. There is no A dependence.

This result can be checked by comparing it to an extrapolation

of the l/v behavior of the ~d cross section at higher energies.

Measurements of ~d by Kalogeropoulos et al.
(6)

in the range 0.26

to 0.47 GeV/c give the folli]wing annihilation crtlsssection:; in the

low velocity limit,

-1
where 5 is the velocity in units of c. For v = 2200 m s , 1 %

a

4.5 x 10-2’ 2cm .

At low velocities the deBroglie wavelcn~tl: of the antiproton is

much greater thi~nnuclecm dimensions and it is n[ltcorrect tu add tllL’

cross sectlc]nsas is the case for the deutcron i]t >ixh~r ent~rgies,

!@vcrtheless, the’hi~!lenergy resu] L* ilrtj in roll:hagreement with tllc

p-atoni rrsult.

With a cross section of 80u0 b,

}lowever, if the cross section w~’re J

SIip to 96%. We wuulcl want to use a

a 5-rollBc tilrgel is overkill.

times less the absorption would

thickrr t~lruel if Ltw cross scrtion

were any smaller than Lhis. Clearly, it will bc imporLanL 10 Ineilsurc

the cross section moi-e directly for

experiment .

MaEnetic Shielding

Figure 10 SI1OUS the importance

1s calculated for a drift len~th of

distribution whjch is Maxwcllian at

pressed appreciably, more than 102,

of mngnctic ~hielding. The curve

10 meters and a neutron velocity

400” K. The conver~inn 15 sup-

-3above Elx 10 Rausa. What counts
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iS fB”dL. ThUS, for a 50-meter drift length the average field has to

be below 1.6 x 10-3 gauss. This is not easy to d6. It requires a

multilayer mu metal shield plus coils for Demagnetizing the mu metal

and for bucking out any residual fields that remain.

Vacuum Requirements

It is not hard to satisfy the requirement of no nuclear collision

in the drift tube. The mean free path in air at NTP corresponding

to a cross section of 8 x 10
-21

cm2 is 2 cm. Even a vacuum pressure

-3
of less than iO mm of Hg would already suffice to reduce the probability

of an annihilat~on collision in 50 meters to less than 1%. At the other

extreme, avoiding even molecular collisions that miglit inhibit the

-16 cm2
growth of the antineutron amplitude, we consider 10 as an upper

limit to the cross section. This is also the unitarity limit for a

-1 -7
velocity of 2200 m s . This would require a vacuum of 10 torr.

On the ocher hand, we have not been able tc ic’entiiya mechanism with

such a high cross section which would be different for neutron than

for antineutron. We conclude that a vacuum of 10
-4

torr should be

more than adequate for our ?urposes.

Cosmic-Ray Background

The Omega West Reactor is at an altitude of 2100 meters. Its

geomagnetic latitude is near 40° N. The atmospheric depth 1s aboul

800 g/cm2. The total cosmic ray intensi~y is

-2 -2 -2 -1 -1
IT(at 60” N, 800 g cm ) = 2.1 x 10 cm s sr ,

-1
enough to pr~duce a pulse raLe of 500 s in each of tllc30 cm x 800 cm
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counters in the detectol.

A 10-cm thick layer of lead above the top of the detector will

remove the soft component. What remains are mainly 11,~.!ns,which are

the principal constituents of the cosmic rays, about 3/4 of the total.

With 1000 gm/cm2 of passive shielding above the det,ector, the muon

intensity will be

we expect,

IB(at 40° N,

reduced somewhat to 40% of its incident value. Thus ,

-2 -1 -1
1800 gcm-2) = 6 x 10-3 cm s sr .

The effective solid angle is about 1 sr, the area subtended by the

inner array of counters is 1.7 x 105 cm2. Thus, the rate of single

muons traversing the detector will be about 1000 per second. We quote

this rate to emphasize how high the rejection ratio must be to bring

the trigger rate down to manage~ble values. The trigger is insensitive

to single muons. It requires a m~.nimum of 3 tracks, all coming fzom

the center of the detector. This part of the trigger requirement,

however, could be met by a chance coincidence of two such muons if

one muon is s~itably delayed within the 15-ns gate used to determine

that the tracks are outgoing. A veto is important her ,.

A muon produced shower is another possibility. However, since

tfieradiation length of muons is 4 x 104 times greater than it is

for electrons, the production of muon induced electromagnetic showers

is at the 10
-4

level. Muon induced hadranic showers are at about the

same level but become significant only For high energy muons of sev-

eral GeV or more. The veto suppresses the response to entering muons

by a factor of 102, while the time-of-flight requirements of the trigger
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provide a further reduction by a factor of 102. The anticipated rate

-5 -1
is, thus. 10 S , about l/day. These arc comforf.a’uletrigger rates.

They allow plenty of time for off line analysis to rule them out on

:he basis of the additional pulse height and spatial i~formation t’at

then becomes available. In quoting these figures we are not unmindful

that the detector i~ vulnerable to cosmic rays that enter horizontally

along the drift tube. Here the Omega West site offers the advantage

of being set in the bottom of a canyon in a setting that provides an

appreciable amount of n{tural shielding against horizontal co~mic rays.

Cosmic Ray Neutrons——

The veto is not effective against neutral particles that enter

the detecLor unaccompanied by charged particles. One such Fotisibility

is a muon induced large angle bremsstrahlung in the material above

the detector, in which the muon misses the detecLor but the :amma ray

enters unaccompani(’d by an electronic component. Tht--:.dIIILCray neu-

trons are more d?ny~rous. They can enter the detector without :jroduc-

Ing a pulse in the outer layers. Inside the detcctrr they interact

with high -)roba>ility illl(l could produce a mul,tipartlcl.clI:Idronicshow~ir

capable of setting thl’tri~gcc. AILhuugll the Lriggcr is spccinlly

designed to discriminate against tiuchevents, we suppllsr it w1lI f:Iil

to do so in ;Iho(lt1% of the CJIP(BS.

At GeV energll’~ wc muy take tlw nclll..rl]l~-llrt~Lt]nrilLltl LtI I)c’ ~’los~”

to 1 and estimute Lhe neutron intensity from the fo]!uwin}: f~rtlitilil
(7)

for the difl”erential vcrticul illtcr.~[tyof tllrpro~[mM:

J,,(w) - 100 x 10-3 Ile-’’’”(w+ n)-’’”-’ ,
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-2
with L = 125 g cm , u = 1.8, a = 0.9 GeV, h la the thicknegs of the

-2
atmosphere in g cm , and W the neutron kinetic energy in GeV. For

neurrons above 2 GeV at sea level (h = 1000 g cm‘2) integration of

the above expression gives,

Jn = 1.5 x 10-5 cm-2 S-l sr-l .

The shielding above the detector is important here. With 1000 g cm
-2

-2
of shielding h = 1.8 x 103 g cm and the integrated intelsiLy for

neutrons above 1 GeV is found to be

-8 -2 -1 -1
Jn(>2.2 GeV, 1800 g cm-2) = 3 x 10 cm s sr .

To produce a trigger the neutron induced shower would have to be in

the vicinity of the target, within an effective area of shout

5 x 104 cm2. Using a trigger rejection ratio of 100 for such events

-5 -1
we anticipate a trigger race of 1.5 x 10 s , nbout 1 pcr day . Th i.;

is an cntirel.y manageable trigger rate. It Klves ample uppcirtlmllv

for the off-line analysis to reject theticevents.

Most cosmic ray background event~ will have pulws from the rntcr-

ing pnrL’lc]es that come earlivr than tl!o~c that uctiv~~Lr the trlggcr.

Wc propose to identify these in an inwprctor circulL nnd veto rvcnts

Llmt SI1OUpulscfi enrlier than those thnt glvc th(~tri~~rr. l-his Sll(.(lld

rcducc cosmi[. ray hnckurouncl eventu LO even lower lCVUIK.

Eli&&F.

Good evcni~ orlRinate at the tnrgct and have all particlc~ nmvln~

oilLWnd. In co~rnlc ray event~ the particlon are wwing from the out-

Hldl’ in. WCIutietlmv of f]iaht to tcl] the dlrrctlon of part iclr.
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However, although the first part of the track of a cosmic ray particle

18 roving from outside in, It wwes from inside out after it traverses

the .naide region. In a cosmic ray shower, we could have scvernl

tracks movinu from ineide out. Thus, it is not sufficient to have a

delkyed coincidence showing 3 or amre parLiclesi moving from inside out.

We have to provide a veto whenever there 1s a particle from the

outside mvinR in. Referring to Figure 11, we Identify the successive

rings of counters as A,tl.C,. . .1. The separation & is 4.5 feet. The

minimum tlw of flight between A and B is 4.5 ns, more if the track 1s

oblique insLead of perpendicular to the axis of the detector. The

fli~ht time difference bctwccn A antiB for an outward moving pnrticlc

compnrcd to onc Rnink t!lc othvr way is at least 9 ns, u time eafiily

resolved by our counters with iI ; = 1.5 ns.

Fur the purposes of n trigflcrwe divide the A counter lniu El

secLlons a% shown in Figure 11. Wc dcnt}tehv Hi tllucountrr~ in B

(includrs thr cnd cmntrrs} nssurlatm! with tho 1
tll

ocL:Int fllrpor-

tlcles thn: ori~inatv in Lhc tiir}:cL. k f(>rmLilt! UOi IICldt*IlCL1,

(J+h
1 i’

where rhc iiupcrmrlpt d mennH that thr ~’(lin~’idonru~tid(IlnYvd 10 {’L~r-

rr~pond to out~(lln~ pnrticlr~. Th(’ triRg~’r is ftlrm~~dby rt’[llllrln}!

T=(Q
1

● q
J

● (Jk ● .....) “i.
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coincidence in any pair of B aectiona that includes an A counter In

its trajectory. We call this veto V].

Aa an alternate veto, V2, we use an inspector :ircuit that looks

for C*D coincidence coming earlier than the :3 coincidence anion:

the A eections that have aatiefied the trigRer requ:Lrement. ln our

arrangement, we could have an Improvement in efficiency by increasing

the number of sections and reducing the probability that two of the

tracks would be in the came octant.

included in the veto, to improve its efficiency for charged par-

ticles, ia a delayed coincidence using the outer counters Ii,

v3-}:ld. A,,.
i’

The time of flight between 1 nnd A iE typically 12 ns, so this VCLLJ

is ICSS affected by time jitter cftects. The vetoc”sV, and V2 uru

cffectivc agnirst neutron induced showers. The complctr vuto i~

V-.V1+V2+V3 .
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has to be 3a = 4.5 na wide. If the track is incoming we have to ask

vhat ie the probability that the B pulse will deviate by an amount 6

from itm mean value, enough to cauae a coincidence with th(’ delayed

A eignal. Assuming a gauaeian reaponae, the probability 1:, given by

J
m

P(6/a) =~
-t2/2 ~t *

e
~ 6/0

For the worst caae, vertical cosmic ray tracks, 6/o = 3.4, P(3,4) =

3.4 x 10-4. This number hae to be multiplied by the number of ver-

tical tracks In the aihower. While this may be a satisfactory suppres-

sion factor, it la vulnerable in practice to n slippage in the A/u

ratio. Thu~, with 13/u= 3, P(3) = 1.4 x 10-3, which is 4 tinws lCSS

effective. For thi~ reason it is worth whIIc incorpol”nt[n~ a scparntc

veto for the vertical C.JEIMIC rays,

The trigger efficiency fur n three-fold coincidence dcpcndti on

the conversion pr(’bnhllity of the n“ gamma rnys which Lruvclfir Lhr A

counter~. Moreover, an inefficiency rcHulLb Lf one or Llw cllnr~c(l

plon~ from the annihilation Huffcr~ n nucluon lnlcrtlcl.ilmhvfurr J.t

reache~ the B counter. ll~infithe known brnnchln~ rntll~ for (IN!d.[f-

ferent annihilation modcn wc hnvtt oHllmnLcd n lirl~~rrufflcl(’nry 0(

60% in our arran~cnmnl.

In Tfiblr 3 wc prr~cnt n smmnry of Lhr cl~:~r~l(!ll’rlsll(’!~ ;Ind

uennitivlticn of n-iirouverNiuIl rxprrlmcllt~ r~lnnlny,r~uldurc(Nl:Ilru~t-

tiOn. IIndprO~OHC?L!.
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t w r/v T- 1.73x 107 s (200d) 1=10’9

drift drift neutron Figure of detection no. ●vents Sensitivity et
]enRth tim? flux Writ efficicncy for T-IOg s “zero” background

1 t-t/v + ~tz T
~rl-t m s

-1
ns

■in
ns c v 902 CL

s

Grenoble 11 6 3X10-3 0.35

3X2 :::::.7
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●awia 16 7X1O

-3
0.50 1.3 0. 7X106

tik Ridge 20 13xlo-3 4X,013 lx,f)9
(with Bi-020

0.50

642 ;X,Os

215. 1X108

0.50 29. 4X107tier8tor)
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TABLE I.C.1. PARAMETERS OF THE HOMESTAKE TRACKING SPECTROM=ER
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Depth:

Commlc Ray then FluB:

Total Has-:

Fiducial Mama:

Ov.rail Dimensions:

Hodula Dlmonsions:

tiumbmr of FIodulee:

Mumber of Photot, ubes:

Average ~eneity:
Radiation Length:

❑uclear Absorption
Length:

Composition (by weignt) :

Energy Resolution:

Spmtial Remalution:
[rell ●ize)

Ang.llar Remolut ien :

Tirle Resolution:

Vf,rtex Loralixat~on
Precision:

Cnergy Sensitivity:

usable @etaction
Thrgmhold:

Re8n No. of Ptodulem
Hlt per Event:

P ~+so-*

z-se ‘u

n -3 ●+U -

4S50 Ct - 1480 m w 4200 metere water
●quivalent

1100/m21year

1406 tone (Including 90 tons of ●teen

700 tons [averaged ovor sU(5) deray modes)

26 ft x 26 ft x 78 tt - 7.9m x 7.9 m x 23.8 m

26 It s 1 ft x 1 ft = 7.9m x 0.3 m x 0.3 m

1.72 in J mtaekm of creased layere,
2411ayer, 26 layerm per stack

3744

.87 g/em3-

47 cm

84 em

74.6 t Carbon
1’ .0 t Hydrcgen

1.0 ~ Chlorine
6.4 0 Sron

101 (FWHM) - alectromaqnetxr
12S (FUHM) - hmdronlc

30 cm = 54 MeV = 0.64 radiation lennths
- 0.36 ●bsorption Ienntns

40 (500 Mev ●lectromagnetic casc~de. FwlL~)

3 ns (per m~ule, WHM)

60 rm (FWHM)

8.6 photoelertront/MeV/modu la

1.5 tleV (13 photoelectrons)

958

24
15

)

= S000 photoelectrons
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Figure 6. Table I.C.1 from the Homestake Mine Proton Decay
Experiment Proposal. The Univer6iity of Pennsylvania, K. Lancle

et al., September i9191.



Light output 39S of anthraccnc

Density (@25 o c) 0.84 g/cm3

11/C Ratio 1.96

Decay ;ime 4 ns

Attenuation length >8 m

Flash point 390° E’

cost $41gal
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Figure 7. Ta?~le11 .C from the Homestake Mine Proton Decay

Experiment Proposal.
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